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1 The GeneratiVe Model of the Innuence of Microblog opinion Leaders

’JING Ming，ZHU 1砸，l-dmt，FENG X讥．yao

IAbstractJ The internet celebrity on microblog is the core fbrce that innudnces the

deVelopment of microblog．Microblog opinion leaders are important communication

nodes of Inte珥et infomation．A stIldy on the communication model of opinion leaders by

means of combination of communication mode and theoreticalinte印retation shows that

the generation of the i皿uence of opinion leaders mainly depends on their social attributes，

actions，and users’reactions；thus fomling a generating model of the opinion leader’s

innuence．The acquisition and maintenance of the innuence of the intemet celebri田on

microblog needs to generate collective emotions under the premise of common concem．

At the same time，compliance behaVior of the intemet celebrity on microblog should

be rationaUy used to integrate resources，and good interactive skins should be used to

supplement the narratiVe．ARer the binh of other social media 8uch as wechat，microblog

opinion leaders also constlmct multi platfbnn and cross context integmtion innuence in

platf．om interaction．

【Keywords】the intemet celebri哆on microblog；iIlfluence；model；public events

14 From’opinion Leader’to’opinion Model’：opinion Model Users on Sina Weibo

·ⅪJⅪ口嚷，LlU Ji口-qi。JlN．1h曙

IAbstractl This research put forward the concept of”model of opinion”in Sina Weibo，

and conducted aIl empirical analysis of its phenomenon and pam．Taking Sina Wbibo users

(Ⅳ=7825)as a safnple，we eXamined the role，path and consequences of typical model

users using text mining and statistical analysis．First，the”opinion model users”in the

Weibo socie哆didn’t emph习lSize me innuential power of”opinion leaders”to let other users

recejve，recognize and di丘Iuse certajn opinions and infonnation．Instead，it focused on the
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overall characteristics of user generated content．Second，Weibo users show the”graVit)r”

of content tOwards the top”opinion model user”，and the degree of it is proportional to

the”ene倒”it attllacted users．Third，the innuence of a user is proponional to the degree

of simil撕t)，bet、)l，een the user and all other users．Founh，indiViduals reduce ricllIless and

dif五erences in the process of content conVergence when they tend to¨modeIs”，which

wiIl bring about the consequences of inf．ormation¨cocoon¨that indiViduals tend to

repeat and narrow memselVes．Opinion model and its向nction did not tend t0 describe a

certain t豫nsfomation仔om a user to another，but an objectiVe eVolution mechanism of

conve玛ence with di髓rent levels of users．It did not desc咖e a static diVision of ne似ork

social leVels．More imponantly，the research made effbns to describe a dynamic and

deten】1inistic social content homogenization in Weibo．

【Keywords】opinion leader in sina weibo；opinion model；homogenization；user setting

33 Re矗ectiVe Affect：The Emotional Practice of Digital News Users in China

·jl?lAⅣHno

【Abstracq Emotion is an important concept for news studies in the digital age．Conducting

a semi-stmctured inteⅣiew，this article examines the role of emotion in the acceptance

of digital news，and theorizes the emotional practice of digital news users．This article

6nds that the emotional practice of digital news users includes three core parts：emotional

arousal，emotional expression and emotional management．The concept of”reflectiVe

afrect”，which referring a lasting and prudent effect of emotion，is a key mechanism to

coImect the aboVe parts and inte伊ate mem into the acceptance of digital news．The抓icle

向rther proposes that the emotional practice of digital news users has the potential for

cons饥lcting online identities and promoting social actions．

【l沁ywordsl a丘bctiVe tunl／emotional tum；digital jolllmalism；news users；news acceptance

46 A Study of EmbodiedⅥsual ConstructiOn of Mobne Phone Screen

·SUzhn船g

【Abstract】With increasing intelligence of ne铆ork，big data and Visualtechnolo肼the
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screen has changed f如m multi．scrcen to cross．screen and then to血sion-screen，constaIltly

breaking the traditional barriers and integmting di行．erent media functions into the sman

phone screen．Mobile phone screen has really become our”compound eye”．Since the

l 980s，visual communication has become an important branch of communication study

by absorbing the multidisciplinary theory and methods，which has the particularity

of visual sense and visual symbol and pays special attention to body and image．Due

to the individual dif俺rences and daily life of mobile phone use，which might sort to

phenomenological embodied theory and aut0-e恤ogr印hy r胡exiVe method to obsen，e the

eInbodied visual characteristics and analyze也e embodied visual cons仉lction of mobile

phone screen丘10m three levels of visual perception，visual schema and Visual identi吼

so as to reveal the world”covere dfI by仃ansparent screen and proVides new insights for

con】munication．

【Ke)嗍rdsl mobile phone；scrcen；eIIl_bodiment；Visual consmJction；Visual communication

60 The Eff|ect of Exposure to the Creating Characters AdVertising

·LlN she托g-dong，sl Ke，zHAo GHnng-p弧g

【Abstract】Chinese character is a source of creativi够The creating ch啪ctells adVenising

is a kind of advertising in which advertising staff creates new characters by mixing

the 01d ones or their parts together．It is a creatiVe strategy using the constmction of

Chinese characters．Previous literature s协died the creativi母of characters mostly行om

the perspective of designing．HoweVer，this paper tries to use the creating characters

advertising as stimulus to study the ef．fect of exposure．Firstly，we summarized the

cons蚋1ction methods based on the smlct啪l analysis of Chinese chauracters，and pr0Vided

hypotheses for胁her empirical stIldies；men，we used eyeball舰cking tecllIlique to study

AD attention；finaIly，we used a specif：ic case to stIldy the AD interest，eValuation and

memory with intra—subject experimental design．We found that the creating characters

advertising were mostly in an idiogr印hic manner．As an integration of pronunciation，

丘gl】∽and meaning，those new characters perceived aestlletically by eyes，hean and mind，

had the best results．The pattem with both character feature and铲印h feature was better

也an that with mere d[1aracter f．eattlre．

【Keywords】newly inVented chamcters；ch锄cter；figure
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76 The Dilemma of’’WaUed Garden¨：The Duality Paradigmatic 1Yansformation of

Platf．orm Media

·C¨足掰撑扣增

【Abstractl The digital platform is a kind of”multilateral market”，also a kind of

”仃aIlsf．onnational inte啪ediaW”．The platfomization of Intemet has intensifled the problem

of”walled garden”such as pIatfbm monopoly，and the¨network socie够"depicted by

Manuel Castells has upgraded to the’卫latfom socie够”described byⅥm Dick．Based on

tlle concept of tecllllological paradigm，this article aims to analyze platfonIl paradigm仔om

the perspectiVe of media studies．The platfonn media is not only the digitalin五阻s仃uct眦e

in the network era，but also the technological paradigm姥amring both controlling and

openness，which promotes the platfom transfomation in the technological，economic，

social and cultural fields of the network socie够．Platfom mediator has”duali钾”．When
the platf．orm paradigm becomes the dominant logic and general principle of the ne“vork

socie吼to break the”walled garden”built by the platfo册requires the new technology

paradigm again．

IKeywords】platf0咖paradi9111；tecllllical paradiglll；platfonnizatioll；monopoly platfonn

90 Being NOn_digital in a Digital Age：The Perceived、磕lue Dynamics on the

IksurrectiOn of 1．raditiOnal Media

——————————————————————_————————'———————'————————-—————-—’————-———————-——————_—————————————-_———一

·LIU Qinng。LI Belt_q诅n

【Abstract】The research aims t0 unveil t11e intemal value mechaIlism of仃aditional media·

resun．ection．Four distinct，value dimensions of paper books emerged that were temed
esthetic，social，如nctional and eXp甜ential value which are based on the perceived value

tlleory，using the d印th interview and focus伊oup interview to car巧om qualitatiVe research

alld using the舒ounded theo拶to explore nle snllcture of perceived values．The perceived

Value scale of print books is also deVeloped．Wb carI．)，out a survey of a large simple

and finally we collect a total of 4 l 6 Valid samples．By using the data analysis method

of stmctural equation，findings show that now experiential value has a most significant

innuence on pref．erences for仃aditional media，which reflects that the”toy”efrect of p血lt

books is increasing，and that esthetic vaIue(habit)has no rem破able efI’ects on preferences
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for仃aditional media，which indicates t11at it is hard to stop the demise of traditional media

by relying sokly on consumerstha_bit of仃amtional media．And mat也e degree of use plays

a moderating role in tlle fomlation of the VaIue of仃aditiomI nledia．

【Keywords】仃aditional media；flow exp谢ence；perCeiVed Value；estlletic Value

107 The¨Ethical Thm”in Documentary Research

·^lE Xin叶H

IAbstractJ The”ethical tum”in doc啪enta巧research is a documenta叮t11eoU eme唱ed

in the West at the tum of the century．Erenow，there had already been some controVersy

conc唧ing the”objectiV畸”of documen_tary—in-itself in the West．Some belieVe there is

no”objeetivi够”in documenta打es，while the”etllical tum”belieVes that how to treat an

individual is the keV issue of documentaries，and criticizes traditional documentaries，

attempts to re—define and re—plan documenta巧．Arisen行om post-modemist ideologies，

such a documenta拶theory ignores the publicity of documentary'Vigorously adVocates

indivimlalism，con．esponds to post-modemist’s”endism”，includes fcature film，animation，

experimental丘lm and video and TV entertai啪ent program into the range of documen锄呵

research，tries to deconstruct and reconstmct”documenta巧”．Tb understand the’’ethical

tum”in documenta巧research on the essentialleVel，is the unaVoidable responsibilit)，of

toda矿s Chinese documenta：呵researchers．

fKeywords】documcnta珂；ethical tum；indiVidualism
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